Structure-specific effects of protein topology on cross-beta assembly: studies of insulin fibrillation.
Systemic amyloidoses, an important class of protein misfolding diseases, are often due to fibrillation of disulfide-cross-linked globular proteins otherwise unrelated in sequence or structure. Although cross-beta assembly is regarded as a universal property of polypeptides, it is not understood how such amyloids accommodate diverse disulfide connectivities. Does amyloidogenicity depend on protein topology? A model is provided by insulin, a two-chain protein containing three disulfide bridges. The importance of chain topology is demonstrated by mini-proinsulin (MP), a single-chain analogue in which the C-terminus of the B chain (residue B30) is tethered to the N-terminus of the A chain (A1). The B30-A1 tether impedes the fiber-specific alpha --> beta transition, leading to slow formation of a structurally nonuniform amorphous precipitate. Conversely, fibrillation is robust to interchange of disulfide bridges. Whereas native insulin exhibits pairings [A6-A11, A7-B7, and A20-B19], metastable isomers with alternative pairings [A6-B7, A7-A11, A20-B19] or [A6-A7, A11-B7, A20-B1] readily undergo fibrillation with essentially identical alpha --> beta transitions. Respective pairing schemes are in each case retained. Isomeric fibrils and the amorphous MP precipitate are each able to seed the fibrillation of wild-type insulin, suggesting a structural correspondence between respective nuclei or modes of assembly. Together, our results demonstrate that effects of polypeptide topology on amyloidogenicity depend on structural context. Although the native structures and stabilities of single-chain insulin analogues are similar to those of wild-type insulin, the interchain tether constrains the extent of conformational distortion at elevated temperature, retards initial non-native aggregation, and is apparently incompatible with the mature structure of an insulin protofilament. We speculate that the general danger of fibrillation has imposed a constraint in protein evolution, selecting for topologies unfavorable to amyloid formation.